
 
 
Both texts consider the issue of following social rules in different countries and societies. While the  
                     very strong opening sentence 
first (text) advocates the necessity of an open dialogue between generations and working out which  
  another strong sentence although you have repeated the word “text”  
norms should be considered normal, the second text talks about the (urgent) need to develop  
                                           obligatory (avoid repeating the “norm” word root) 
individuality and creativity( in human characters).  
                          this phrase is not needed as the human focus of the opinion can be assumed 
 
The first text argues that in any society people should respect each other and treat others’  
 
behaviour with tolerance. It gives examples of young adults social norms of ubiquitous usage of  
                                                  Apostrophe needed “ adults’ ”. It would be more natural to reverse 
the structure of this noun-phrase “the ubiquity of public phone use”. 
modern devices which might cause misunderstanding between different social groups. It points  
               here you could emphasise the different age-groups “between generations”  or “across the 
generational divide”. 
out, for example, that the elderly are not aware of technology to the same extent, that which is  
                             are not aware of the benefits of technology                     non-defining clause 
why they consider public use of mobile devices as deliberately rude behaviour.  
 
 
The second text warns against conforming behaviour which might lead, in turn, to severe  
 
suppression of character development. The text argues that only creative people ignoring any  
excellent summary sentence                        see below * 
social norms would lead their countries to the better future. It proves that individuals should avoid  
 
any restrictions aimed at controlling their minds and behaviour. 
 
 
I believe that both texts have weaknesses in their argumentation. People cannot live in isolation,  
                                                                                                    comma before participle clause 
completely ignoring social norms. On the other hand, blindly following rules and traditions of our  
 
parents cannot provide any development in society. My opinion is that people should mutually  
 
respect each other, while striving to build their lives on the basement of previous generations’  
                                                                                         foundations / basis 
success. Overall, every generations cannot and should not ignore advice from their parents, but  
                  singular noun after “every” 
they should be independent enough to be able to lead a normal life. 
 
 
* The passage suggests that only by ignoring such societal restrictions can creative people lead 
their countries to a better future. 
Overall, your essay succeeds in summarising both paragraphs and in giving your own balanced 
opinion that references both of the original writers’ ideas. You have used a wide range of phrases 
and structures and your word-choices collocate well and read like natural academic English – with 
only a handful of exceptions 
In terms of passing Proficiency, I feel that on the basis of this sample, you have a good chance. The 
one thing that might prevent this essay from succeeding is your tendency to repeat certain words a 
number of times: text, norms. 


